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There are 5 LEDs in the GWAB that indicate status for the communication with the PC 
(RS485 or RS232) and status for each one of the temperature cable network inputs. 

The LEDs are located on the motherboard below the upper sens or interface circuit board 
and are marked STATUS NET 1 to STATUS NET 4 and ACK. 

STATUS NET LEDs 

The STATUS NET LEDs indicates the current status for each sensor input in the GWAB. 
The sensor input status is displayed as a set of blinks for each LED in turn. First the 
STATUS NET 1 blinks a number of times that corresponds to the status of sensor input 1 
then STATUS NET 2 blinks according to the status of sensor input 2 and so on. This is 
repeated continuously.  

Blinks Status

1 GWNETs and temperature cables are completely initialized and at least one 
temperature cable has been found and completely read. 

Note that it isn’t until now that the GWAB can reply to a command for a 
temperature cable connected to this input since the GWAB doesn’t know the 
address of the temperat ure cable before this. 

2 Initialization is finished but no temperature cable has been found on this input. 
If there are temperature cables and/or GWNETs connected to this input 
something is wrong with the cables, temperature cables, GWNETs or the 
GWAB.
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3 The input is being initialized. All connected GWNET inputs are being identified. 

4 The input is being initialized. All the addresses of the GWNET inputs are being 
resolved according to the switch setting in the GWNETs. 

5 The input is being initialized. All the addresses of the GWNET inputs have been 
resolved but no temperature cable has been sampled yet. This status will 
continue if there are GWNETs connected to an input but no temperature 
cables connected to the GWNETs. 

For a GWAB with a large network of temperature cables connected through several 
GWNETs, it can take a fairly long time to initialize all inputs after a power on (up to several 
minutes).

The LEDs only blink 3, 4 or 5 times during initialization directly after a power up or reset 
and then goes on to blink 1 time if one or more temperature cables where found or 2 times 
if no temperature cable is found. 

The red ACK LED 
The red ACK LED flashes briefly when the GWAB replies to a command from the PC and 
is used to indicate that the serial communication is set up correctly between the GWAB 
and the PC. 

Note that the only command the GWAB responds to is a request for the temperatures for a 
temperature cable with a specific address. If the temperature cable with this address isn’t 
found for this GWAB, it will not send any reply since the temperature cable with this 
address can be connected to another GWAB in the same RS485 network. Therefore the 
red ACK LED can never blink unless at least one of the sensor inputs is indicating that it 
has found one or more temperature cables by blinking 1 time on it s green STATUS LED. 
The red ACK LED can only blink if there is at least one sensor input that blinks only 
once on its status LED.

The red ACK LED only blinks when there is communication with the PC which can be 
several 10 th  of seconds apart. 

Some reasons why the red ACK LED isn’t blinking: 

 PC software closed or PC switched o�. 

 PC software configured for wrong serial port or cable plugged in to wrong serial 
port.

 USB to RS485 converter not working properly or connected wrong. 

 At least one of the GWABs in a RS485 network doesn’t have the J1 and J2 
switches set to “LAST DEVICE”. 

 The address switches on the GWAB is not set according to the configuration in the 
PC software. 

 The switches in the GWNETs  are not set according to the configuration in the PC 
software.
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 The sensor interface board is broken (no green LED blinks 1 time). 

 One or more connection cables between the GWAB and GWNETs or between the 
GWNETs and the temperature cables are short circuited. 

Rev Date By  Revision Appr. 

1 070209 RJ  First release RJ

2 190412 PHN  Minor revision. 
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